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Tonight’s	city	radiates.

NYC	1971

CHARACTERS

Son of a river god and a nymph, 
Narcissus has a powerful father 
whose kingdom lies north of the 
city. In an effort to purge his 
father’s enemies, Narcissus 
hunts in the city. He sleeps on 
the shore. He is lethal and 
beautiful.Echo is a frail New York 

socialite, a nymph and 
friend of Muses. Muse is Echo’s best friend 

and confidante, a beautiful 
nymph.

The Nymphs are 
Echo’s social network

In this age the gods are no 
more but fate is more 
powerful than ever. The 
machine turns but we 
cannot know which direction 
it will point in when it stops; 
what fortune it will print for 
us. The machine is 
Hollywood, it is The Fates - 
may even be Narcissus’ 
father.

The setting is NYC and the coastline 
the year before Nixon wins a landslide 
victory riding the shoulders of the 
Silent Majority in the middle of the 
Vietnam war. It is the mental 
landscape of his father, of the aging 
and reactionary Baby Boomer now, 
but also a dirty, wild and garbage 
filled dynamo.

Nymph(s)

Narcissus’ mother

Narcissus father: €
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Son of a nymph
Son of a nymph 
And a river god

Son of a nymph 
And a river god

CHARACTER NOTES

The machine has the nature of 
a roulette wheel;  it may be 
panicked like the control room 
of Chernobyl in the moments 
before the explosion; it may be 
calm and stare at you like a 
boardwalk fortune telling 
machine; you always know 
when it has begun to turn, but 
you never know what it will do; 
it creates the kind of anxiety a 
technological society 
constantly experiences - after 
all, planes do fall out of the sky; 
just not by warning us first.

Narcissus’ father is a 
political/religious 
figure; his foes attack 
him in the press and 
the courts; Narcissus’ 
efforts to protect and 
avenge him are 
unguided and out of 
control.

Narcissus’ 
Father

The Machine

Echo has a socialite’s 
frail ego and the 
capacity to hurt 
others, but also a 
natural sweetness 
that distinguishes 
her.  She is beautiful, 
inside and out, but 
perhaps not entirely 
right : she has an 
otherness that has 
led others to protect 
her; it will soften 
Narcissus’ heart.

Narcissus

Narcissus is brave, beautiful, unrepentantly 
violent. He may be bipolar. He is skilled at  
hiding his weaknesses. As the son of a river 
god and a nymph he is an accident of 
progeny and would likely never be allowed 
into Echo’s social group.

We are in the setting and mental space of 1971 but 
it is not 1971; it is a mashup of 1) the timeless 
natural setting of the myth, 2) the torn fabric of a 
bankrupt city that still reverberates in the 
imaginations of the Silent Majority, 3) coked up 80’s 
real estate boom excess; 4) our 21st century world 
where human intimacy is like a match’s flame in 
front of  random events - towers that fall, reactors 
that explode, cartoonish political figures that fuck 
with the wheel of fortune to all or detriment - where 
we look to planes in the sky and mentally track the 
path they would follow if they fell.

Nymph(s)

Narcissus lives in 
nature outside the 
city but goes in to 
hunt.

The mafia controls garbage 
collection and they strike whenever 
they have a demand : some call it 
Garbage City

He and the machine 
inhabit a space that 
is a cross between 
monolithic political 
state structures and 
mass religion

Liriope, asks 
Tiresias if her son 
will live to old age. 
Tiresias answers, 
"Yes, if he never 
knows himself."

Narcissus’ 
Mother
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OPENING 
scene 1a         monologue 
 
ACT ONE 
 
scene 1a          Narcissus hunts at night in the city 
scene 1b          Narcissus hunts again                 
scene 1c          Narcissus idly tracks a bus, then a train, 
                         home toward the coast as morning breaks 
scene 1d          Narcissus returns to home as his father’s 
                          backstory trails behind him 
scene 1e          The backstory of Narcissus father unfolds 
 
scene 2a          jumpcut to Narc back to in the city the next 
                         night, hunting high atop the dark buildings 
 
scene 3a          Echo appears, she is watching Narcissus 
scene 3b          Echo has a vision - and sees Narcissus’ birth 
                          Echo has a vision - and sees Narcissus childhood 
scene 3c          Echo stalks Narcissus in the city 
scene 3d          Echo and Narcissus meet 
scene 3e          Echo and Narcissus hook up 
scene 3f           Narcissus brings Echo back to the coast

A, night time, inverted
A, night time, inverted
A, dawn color

A

A, + film

A, night time, inverted

B
B, + film

B, + film

B + A
B + A
B 

B + A
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ACT TWO 
 
 
scene 1a         Echo defends Narcissus to her friend Muse 
scene 1b          Echo and Muse defend Narcissus to the nymphs                 
scene 1c          The nymphs play spy films of Echo and Narcissus 
scene 1d         Echo daydreams of Narcissus 
scene 1e         The nymphs confront Echo again with more spying 
scene 1f          Echo leaves Muse and the nymphs to go to Narcissus 
 
scene 2a         jumpcut to Echo and Narc in the city that night, 
                         hunting high atop the dark buildings 
 
scene 3a         The machine discovers them and Echo is compromised 
                         in language and movement. 
scene 3b         Echo and Narcissus separate explosively against their will 
scene 3c         The setting rises to far above Manhattan where we see 
                         Echo’s isolation 

B, + film

B

B

B
A

A

A, inverted

A, + machine verticality

real world

real world

real world
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ACT 3 
 
1a      Muse and the nymphs confront Echo about what she has done         
1b       Echo considers her decision; she will shun Narcissus 
2a       Echo and Muse join Narcissus, planning to break with him 
2b       Narcissus suspects Muse has driven Echo from him;  
3a        In their wild night out, there is an accident - a car accident - 
Muse is killed; Echo is crazed by grief and confusion, and she wishes 
that Na4cissus would only love himself 
3b         The machine begins to turn; they realize their fate hangs in 
the balance - Narcissus flees - Echo frantically tries to take back her 
curse 
3c         The setting expands to a view of accelerated change around 
them and Echo begins to fade 
3d         Narcissus, in a futile effort, returns to his father’s house, only 
to be rebuffed - he has been killing enemies that don’t matter to his 
father 
 
DENOUEMENT 
 
1a          Narcissus begins to fade as his world changes around him, 
and becomes a flower 
1b         The machine turns 
 
 
 
 

B
B, she lies

B, A
A, + anger
real world 
+ 
Opera

A, + anger

future 
world

A, future world 
+ 
Machine
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ART FORMS

MUSIC 
 
 
PROJECTED IMAGERY 
Projected shadow 
 
DANCE 
 
 
LIGHTING 
 
 
FILM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SPOKEN WORD 
 
 
OPERA 
 
 
AMBIENT NOISE 

film teaches the audience that w3 are 
moving back and forth between now 
and 1971, because it is the garbage of 
1971 that is running our present. That 
garbage is the mental landscape of our 
leader.

7

- 35 MINUTES CORE

- REUSE FOR FILM ! SELECT SCENES

- SHOWS INNER DIALOGUE

AND CONFLICT WHEN

← HIDES EYKANEAKNESS
PROJECTED ON PEOPLE

•
•  * NHENEXER

GRAXFFFE.sn#rf

,

-E•
DETERMINES UP AND DOWN

• DETERMINES REAL YS . MYTH

•

$m€em%✓F$

and accusation WHEN FILM SHOWS
Used for

replays
MEMORY LT is A

• DISCOVERABLE
,

FOUND IN WORLD °F BLEACHED
THINGS

,
MASKED ON PEOPLE TRASH ; WHEN IT

SHOWS INNER DIALOGUE
.

• DANCER 's MEMORIES ARE
IT IS A WORLD OFPROJECTED OKYTHROVGH THEM

JEWELS• TELLS WILD STORIES

used at climactic moments
|

a signifier :

the machine
;

the real world
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VISUAL WORLDS

A 
 
 
 
B 
 
 
 
C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D 
 
 
 
E 
 

the connecting element is buses and trains

Black, white, silver 
with light tints

These characters are strong, young, 
they color their world and distort 
reality. Their worlds contrast with the 
film and real worlds, but harmonize a 
little with each other.

appears when reality tears away their 
defenses; when they have a car accident the 
curtain is torn and they are right there on the 
streets of New York.
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I	admit	to	all	manner	of	sin,	
misdeed,	and	psychopathy.	
Any	and	all	may	have	driven	
me	from	my	family’s	house.	
Any	and	all	may	have	freed	
me.	I	am	Narcissus,	so	go	fuck	
yourself.

There	are	no	gods,	only	
bankers,	preachers,	and	
coders.	Every	curse	is	a	coin	
flip.	Every	gift	is	a	mirror.	The	
things	we	know	are	that	
nobody	trusts	a	foreign	
tongue,	that	punishment	is	
uncertain,	that	joy	is	random.

ear	hears	it.

I am Narcissus.

Opening Spoken Word 
w/ambient environment 
 
Narcissus appears, and 
begins to speak; lighting 
begins to define the space, 
then ambient sound from all 
corners up and down adds 
dimension and depth, and 
then projection adds detail 
and visual presence.  
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SILENCE
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